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ABSTRACT In this paper, a new method of online planning high smooth and time-optimal trajectory for
robotic manipulators that applies an adaptive elite genetic algorithm with singularity avoidance (AEGA-SA)
is presented. The strategy is designed as a combination of the time-optimal trajectory planning with
quintic polynomial in Cartesian space. For improving optimization performance, elitist group and adaptive
adjustment mechanisms are used based on genetic algorithm (GA) framework. In the meantime, GA is
combined with singularity avoidance mechanism to avoid the singularities appearing in the trajectory,
improves the recognition capability of optimum solution. Experimental results show that, the proposed
approach is more effective and better performance than the original GA and its variants, with ensuring a
both smooth and efficiency performance for the robotic manipulators.

INDEX TERMS Robotic manipulators, online trajectory planning, singularity avoidance, minimum-time
optimization, quintic polynomial.

I. INTRODUCTION
Trajectory planning is a very popular and valuable benchmark
problem in robotic manipulators [1]–[3]. Trajectory can be
planned either in Cartesian space or in joint space to make
the motion of the robot smooth and continuous. Trajectory
planning in Cartesian space can be planned online without
interpolation for joints which is more intuitive and accurate
than planning in joint space [4]–[6]. However, large amount
of kinematic calculation, singularities of the joints are follow-
ing. With the development of computer technology, the real-
time calculation of kinematics is improved [7]. Considering
the requirement to increase productivity in automatic produc-
tion line, this paper aims at online time-optimal trajectory
planning in Cartesian space.

Several kinds of curves such as trigonometric spline [8],
polynomial [9], B-spline [10] and cubic spline [11] are used
for trajectory generation in literature. For online time-optimal
trajectory planning in Cartesian space, polynomial directly
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maps the dynamic relationship between the end effector and
the joints of the robotic manipulators [12]. Moreover, poly-
nomial provides simpler transformational relation between
Cartesian and joint space which reduces the cost of the com-
putation resources.

Optimal trajectory planning is to generate a trajectory
from an initial pose to a final pose that satisfy certain kine-
matic and dynamic constraints. Many optimization algo-
rithms have been applied for optimizing trajectory such as
genetic algorithm (GA) [13], [14], particle swarm optimiza-
tion (PSO) [15]–[17] and sequential quadratic programming
(SQP) [18], [19]. Online time-optimal trajectory planning in
Cartesian space needs to consider constrained optimization
as well as singularity avoidance. The singularity results in
sudden change of some joints speed. Optimization algorithms
have to extend the runtime to pass the singularity for meeting
angular velocity constraint, which affects the algorithms’
identification of the optimal time.

The trajectory curves of the robot joints are time-discrete.
Compared with the existing optimization algorithms, GA is
more accurate to optimize discrete objects using binary
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encoding format.Moreover, GA ismore expandable for fram-
ing object function in unique domain [20], [21]. Because of
these kinds of characteristics, GA can integrate with singu-
larity avoidance strategy and increase the ability to identify
the optimal time.

The GA has drawbacks such as precocious phenomenon,
atavism phenomenon, and searching dullness. Precocious
phenomenon means that GA falls into local optimization
prematurely, and is difficult to jump to the global optimiza-
tion. Atavism phenomenon means that newly generated indi-
viduals universally have worse fitness. Searching dullness
slows down the convergence rate and makes the temporary
optimal solution fluctuate when GA almost gets the optimal
solution. The above-mentioned drawbacks need to be solved
to improve the efficiency and accuracy of GA.

In view of that above considerations, this paper presents an
adaptive elite genetic algorithm with singularity avoidance
(AEGA-SA) for online time-optimal trajectory planning in
Cartesian space. The algorithm takes into account the kine-
matical constraints in joint space which consists of bounds on
the joint velocity, acceleration and jerk. The rest of this paper
is organized as follows. In section 2, the singularity separation
for Jacobian matrix is introduced. In section 3, the singularity
avoidance method based on singularity separation is formu-
lated. In section 4, methods for improving GA is introduced
and AEGA-SA is proposed. In section 5, the application of
AEGA-SA to the online time-optimal trajectory planning is
illustrated. In section 6, the proposed algorithm is executed
on a 6-DOF industrial robot. The results of online trajectory
planning in Cartesian space among AEGA-SA, the original
GA and its variants are compared. In section 7, conclusions
are presented.

II. SINGULARITIES SEPARATION FOR JACOBIAN MATRIX
The singularity of kinematics is an inherent property of the
manipulators. As shown in Fig.1, the 6-DOF (degrees of
freedom, DOF) serial mechanism can be separated into two
substructures of 3-DOF and considered with clarity. In order
to conveniently discuss, some symbols and variables are
defined as follows:

FIGURE 1. 6-DOF robot and its link coordinates.

·{T}: T coordinate system, T means any coordinate system
of the joints.
·
i−1
i T : Transformation matrix from joint i-1 to joint i.
·[n, o, a]: Pose vector of the end effector.
·J(θ ): 6×6 Jacobian matrix.
·
T J(θ ): 6×6 Jacobian matrix based on {T}.
·
eJ(θ ): 6×6 Jacobian matrix based on {6}.
·
0
6R: 3×3 pose matrix forward kinematics.
·[ev, ew ]T: Description of the velocity vector for the end

effector based on {6}.
·[vx , vy, vz]T, [wx , wy, wz]T: Linear and angular velocity of

the end effector based on {0}.
J(θ) transmit velocity from joints to end effector shown

as (1). The first 3 lines and the last 3 lines undertake the
transmission for linear velocity and angular velocity of the
end effector.

vx
vy
vz
wx
wy
wz

=
[ e

0v
e
0w

]
=J(θ )θ̇=J(θ )



θ̇1
θ̇2
θ̇3
θ̇4
θ̇5
θ̇6

=J(θ )
[
θ̇u
θ̇d

]
(1)

T J(θ) has 6 columns in total, T Ji(θ ) is determined by i−16 T .
By using differential transformation method, the T Ji(θ ) is
expressed as:

T J i(θ ) =



(i−16 p× i−1
6 n)z

(i−16 p× i−1
6 o)z

(i−16 p× i−1
6 a)z

i−1
6 nz
i−1
6 oz
i−1
6 az


(2)

J(θ) is based on the base coordinate system, therefore,
T J(θ ) and J(θ) have the following transformation relation:

J(θ ) =
[ 0
6R 0

0 0
6R

]
T J(θ ) =

[
J11 J12
J21 J22

]
(3)

According to (1), with regard to [ev, ew ]T and eJ(θ ),
we have: [ ev

ew

]
=

eJ(θ )θ̇ =
[ eJ11 0
eJ21 eJ22

]
θ̇ (4)

According to (3) and (4), [θ̇u, θ̇d ]T can transform into
[ev, ew ]T using block Jacobian matrix:[

θ̇u
θ̇d

]
= [eJ(θ )]−1

[ ev
ew

]
=

[
[J11]−1 0

− [J11]−1 J21 [J22]−1 [J22]−1

] [ e
0v
e
0w

]
(5)

With: {
θ̇u = [J11]−1 e

0v
θ̇d = [J22]−1

[e
0w− J21θ̇u

] (6)
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When any path point in Cartesian space make |J11| or |J22|
be 0, singularity condition is satisfied, and singularity value
appears. Therefore, |J11| = 0 is called first half singularity
and |J22| = 0 is called latter part singularity. The separation
of the singularity parameters from the Jacobian inverse has
less computation and the location is more accurate.

III. SINGULARITIES AVOIDANCE METHOD BASED ON
SINGULARITIES SEPARATION AND CYCLIC
DAMPED COEFFICIENT
In the trajectory, all [θ1(t), . . . , θ6(t)]T of the same instant
are substituted in |J11| and |J22| to judge the singularity con-
dition and the occurrence location. The detected singularity
area needs to be avoided under reasonable means to ensure
normal operation during the online trajectory planning.

The [θ1(ts), . . . , θ6(ts)]T vectors are found from searching
the whole trajectory which satisfy the singularity condition
using (6). The time within [ts-ta, ts-tb] is called singularity
time range. The bounds ta and tb limit the time area where the
velocity of a certain joint exceed the kinematical constraints.
The position curve of the joints is discrete in operation of
the motion controller. θ̇i can be computed by the difference
equation:

θ̇i (t +1t)=
θi (t +1t)− θi (t)

1t
, i = 1, 2, . . . , 6 (7)

The maximum difference between θi(t + 1t) and θi(t)
has a magnitude of 10−3. According to the kinematical con-
straints, difference thresholdϕe(ϕe = 0.0042rad/s,1t =4ms)
is set for |θi(t + 1t)-θi(t)|. If |θi(t + 1t)-θi(t)| exceeds ϕe,
the damped coefficient λ is introduced for k cycles of running
down until |θi(t +1t)-θi(t)| < ϕe:θ̇i (t +1t)

′
= λk θ̇i (t +1t)

λ = 1−
ϕe

|θi (t +1t)− θi (t)|
(8)

After singularity avoidance, the joints velocity of the sin-
gularity area changed into θ (t)’, then joint i position curve
θi(t)

′

can be obtain by integral:

θi (t +1t)′ = θi (t)+

t+1t∫
t

θ̇i (t +1t)′dt (9)

Finally, θi(t)
′

substitutes θi(t) at same time and the singular
value can be avoided in actual motion. In MATLAB, the end
effector of the simulative robot move form pose state [0.24,
0.2,0.9, 0;0.7, −0.6, −0.03, 0; 0.6, 0.7, −0.3, 0; 0.8, 0.8,
0.19,1]T to [0.54, −0.5, 0.62, 0; −0.74, −0.66, 0.05, 0;0.38,
−0.49, −0.7, 0; 0.7, −0.71, 0.17,1]T. The runtime is 12s.
Trapezoidal speed mode for the end effector is used. The
acceleration and deceleration time are 2s with peak speed
0.2m/s. This trajectory of joint 4 and 6 avoids singularity
area by using singularities avoidance method based on cyclic
damped reciprocal. Before and after singularities avoidance,
the velocity curves of the joints are shown as Fig.2.

FIGURE 2. Comparison between before and after avoiding singularities of
velocity curves of the joints.

IV. ADAPTIVE ELITE GENETIC ALGORITHM COMBINING
WITH SINGULARITY AVOIDANCE
Selection operator of GA screens the population and retains
more excellent individuals based on roulettemethod. Roulette
method is overwhelmingly dependent on probability transfer
mechanism and lead precocious phenomenon, atavism phe-
nomenon. Integrating elite population strategy with selection
operator can speed up the convergence of GA and improve
the evolutionary direction of the population. Firstly, the indi-
viduals pi of initial population P

′

were sorted in fitness order.
Secondly, P

′

was divide into k equal sub-populations such as
P
′

1,P
′

2, . . . , ,P
′

k . Finally, P
′

m with the strongest fitness substi-
tutes for the one with the worst fitness. Specific action mech-
anism of the mentioned strategy is shown as Fig.3. Improved
selection operator speeds up the convergence of GA.

FIGURE 3. Action mechanism of selection operator with elite population
strategy integrated.

Crossover operator is themain pathway for developing new
individuals. Mutation operator plays a decisive role to local
search of GA. In the early stages of the algorithm, the popu-
lation need to evolve in its entirety. In the later stages, GA has
no use for the large-scale changes of the individuals. Instead,
several individuals mutate to approximate the optimal solu-
tion in local search mode. Therefore, the convergence of
GA depends upon the probability of crossover and mutation
operator in optimization process.

For reflecting the average fitness level of the population
and the discrete fitness distribution of the individuals, fitness
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expectation E(fi) and fitness variance D(fi) are introduced as:

E(fi) = favg =

M∑
i
fi

M
(10)

D(fi) = E(f 2i )− E
2(fi) =

M∑
i
f 2i

M
− f 2avg (11)

where, fi denotes the fitness of the individuals. The mean
fitness of the population is expressed as favg. Crossover prob-
ability pc and mutation probability pm are redefine as:

pc =
1

1+ e−
h1
ν

− 0.1, h1 ∈ R+ (12)

pm =
h2

5(1+ e
1
ν )
, h2 ∈ (0, 1) (13)

With:

ν =
E(fi)+ 1
D(fi)

(14)

where ν is adaptive parameter. In the early stages of popula-
tion evolution, because of the low fitness of the individuals,
pc is increased and pm is reduced to enhance the ability of
global search. In the later stages, local search around several
individuals makes the population have activity and does not
affect the general trend of convergence.

If the end effector goes through singularity area, the sin-
gularities make angular velocity of the joints great change.
GA has to prolong the runtime of the trajectory to satisfy the
dynamic and static thresholds of the joints which affect GA to
identify the optimal runtime of the trajectory. Before selecting
an individual (the runtime of the trajectory) for trajectory
planning, the proposed singularities avoidance mechanism
can be used to eliminate the distractions, and then trajectory
optimization and fitness calculation are carried out.

V. TIME-OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY PLANNING
USING AEGA-SA
The optimal time trajectory optimization first needs to select
the trajectory curve and establish the fitness function. Trajec-
tory curve determines the smoothness and continuity of the
robot action. The fitness function is an important indicator
for judging individuals.

According to the waypoints {Q1, Q2, . . . , Qm}, the cor-
responding joints vector {θ1, θ2, . . . , θm} can be obtained.
Under kinematical constraints such as velocity, acceleration
and so on, the time-optimal trajectory planning problem can
be defined as:

minte =
m∑
i=1

minti (15)

Subject to :



∣∣θ̇ki (t)∣∣ ≤ Wimax,

k = 1, 2, . . . , 6, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m∣∣θ̈ki (t)∣∣ ≤ Aimax,

k = 1, 2, . . . , 6, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m
|θki (t)| ≤ Jerkimax,

k = 1, 2, . . . , 6, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m
t ∈ [t0, te]

(16)

For straight through neighboring waypoints by the robot,
there are starting time t0 and runtime te. Quintic polynomial
can satisfy the continuity of the joints’ jerk curves without
artificial interpolation for the neighboring waypoints. The
trajectory curve model in Cartesian space is shown as:
s(t0)
v(t0)
a(t0)
s(te)
v(te)
a(te)

=


1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
1 te t2e t3e t4e t5e
0 1 2te 3t2e 4t3e 5t4e
0 0 2 6te 12t2e 20t3e




a0
a1
a2
a3
a4
a5


(17)

In (17), parameters a0, a1, . . . , a5 belong to the real. The
trajectory relation between joint space and Cartesian space is
kinematics. The trajectory curve of joint iwith respect to time
is given by:

dθi
dt
=
∂θi

∂px

∂px
∂t
=
dθi
ds

ds
dt
, i = 1, 2 . . . 6 (18)

It has been recognized in (18) that the dynamic feature
of the trajectory in joint space is consistent with Cartesian
space. Therefore, quintic polynomial adopted on end effector
trajectory makes the joints have the same smoothness and
continuity of motion state.

The objective function is defined as the runtime t . The
fitness value needs to consider the kinematical constraints
such as overrun of position, velocity, acceleration and jerk
of the joints. The fitness fm of individual ti can be computed
by the formula:

fm =
µ4f (θi)

µ0f (ti)+ µ1

6∑
i=1

f (wi)+ µ2

6∑
i=1

f (ai)+ µ3

6∑
i=1

f (ji)

(19)

where, f (θi), f (wi), f (ai) and f (ji) are respectively the func-
tion of over-limit judging for the position, angular velocity,
acceleration and jerk of joint i. The values of the joints are
1 within the kinematical constraints, otherwise are 0. f (ti) is
the object function for the ith path. µ0, µ1, . . . , µ4 is the
weighting factors for balancing the effect of each function in
the AEGA-SA.

The AEGA-SA algorithm enhances the exploration capac-
ities of the original GA. It can be used to minimize the
total traveling time of the robotic manipulators. The detailed
processes are described as follows:
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FIGURE 4. Experimental platform for trajectory planning.

FIGURE 5. Working paths in the operating space.

Step 1: Optimization parameters are initialized and one
population Pi with n individuals (te) is obtained randomly.
There are k waypoints, and there will be k paths. Under the
first segment of the paths, an individual pm(m =1,2, . . . , n)
is extracted for judging singularities. The normal path can be
obtained by singularities avoidance method. The trajectory of
the end effector and joints can be obtained using pm, (17),
and inverse kinematics equation. If all the joints’ curves
satisfy the kinematical constraints, p remain unchanged, else,
pm is increased. After investigation of all the individuals, new
population P

′

i is produced.
Step 2: Circulation utilization of the improved selection,

crossover, and mutation operators prompted the population
to evolve until reach the number of iterations. The individual

FIGURE 6. Convergence plots for trajectory planning by the various
methods.

with the highest fitness is selected for t le(l = 1, 2, . . . , k) of
the first segment. After improving the trajectory of all the
paths, Te is the accumulation of t le shown as:

minT = Te =
k∑
i=1

min t le, t
l
e ∈ [Tli,Tui] (20)

The upper bound Tli and the lower bound Tui is determined
by the optimization parameters.
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Step 3: The robot bottom control use servo controller.
Therefore, the trajectory curves of the joints are in the form of
time-discrete. There are adjacent waypoints s(ti+1) and s(ti) in
the task space. The waypoints defer to robotic work precision
dm of the end effector:

|s (ti+1)− s (ti)| < dm, i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1 (21)

The minimum interval can be computed by the following
formula:

1ti= ti+1 − ti=
|s (ti+1)− s (ti)|

v̄i
, i = 1, 2, . . . , p (22)

v̄i denotes average velocity through the adjacent waypoints.
The minimum 1ti is 4ms. Through differential operation of
the joints’ trajectory curves with discrete time θ (t), we can
obtain the velocity curves ˙θ (t) and the other dynamic curves.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To verify the effectiveness of the AEGA-SA algorithm pro-
posed in section 5, experiments are implemented on SIASUN
SR10C platform for trajectory planning shown in Fig.4.
The platform is composed of a 6-DOF robotic manipula-
tor and control units. The D-H parameters and kinematical
constraints of the manipulator are listed in Tables 1 and 2,
respectively.

TABLE 1. D-H parameters of robotic manipulator.

TABLE 2. Kinematical constraints.

In the experiments, the end effector of the robotic manip-
ulator will move along several linear paths that pass through
random five points shown in Fig.5 sequentially. As formu-
lated before, a quintic polynomial is used to plan the trajec-
tory of the end effector and the joints. AEGA-SA algorithm
ensures the high efficiency, smoothness and continuity of the
trajectory.

FIGURE 7. Dynamic curves of the end effector in the quintic polynomial
trajectory.

TABLE 3. Comparative results for trajectory planning by the various
methods.

AEGA-SA, adaptive elite genetic algorithm (AEGA),
and genetic algorithm combining with singularity avoidance
(GA-SA) algorithms proposed in this paper are applied to
generate the trajectory with minimum runtime while satisfy-
ing the kinematical constrains. The parameters of the algo-
rithms are set as follows: searching range is set (0s, 100s), The
population number is set to 300 and the numerical value of
individuals in each group are random. The maximum number
of iterations is set to 50. The generation gap is set to 0.9. The
individuals are encoded in binary format.

The trajectory planning programs based on the aforemen-
tioned algorithms are executed on an upper computer that
has an Intel core i7 2.2 GHz processor and is an important
component of the robotic control unit. The upper computer
download data to CF card by TCP/IP. The lower computer
in control unit of robot is enabled into trajectory planning
mode by teach pendant and receives the planning results via
CF card. AEGA-SA is compared with the aforementioned
methods for the best solution (BS) of Te, computing time (CT)
and the closing iteration (CI). The comparative results of
all the methods are listed in Table3. It is observed from
Table3 that the best solution obtained by AEGA-SA is better
than others. Singularities rob AEGA of its capacity to best
solution.Moreover, it is also observed from the results that the
singularity avoidance method makes computing time longer,
especially the GA-SA algorithm with slow convergence.

In addition, the convergence rate of all the methods is
compared. The convergence plots shown in Fig.6 are obtained
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FIGURE 8. Dynamic curves of the joints after singularity avoidance.

by best solutions and mean values of the objective function
for each generation. It can be seen from Fig.6 that the con-
vergence of AEGA-SA is better than the other algorithms
without precocious phenomenon, atavism phenomenon, and
searching dullness.

The best trajectory planning results obtained byAEGA-SA
are depicted from Fig.7 and Fig.8. The figures show the tra-
jectories of minimum time and their derivatives in Cartesian
and joint space. The results satisfy the kinematics constraints.
The planning results are simulated in inventor for showing
the visible trajectory of the end effector. Then, the planning
results are transmitted to the lower computer. The lower com-
puter controls the end effector tomaneuver along the planning
trajectory which moves along the path. This process is shown
in Fig.9. During this process, the roboticmanipulator operates
smoothly.

FIGURE 9. Experiment of online time-optimal trajectory planning.

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes an AEGA-SA algorithm for online time-
optimal trajectory planning of robotic manipulators. Based
on GA framework, elitist group strategy is proposed to speed
up the convergence in search for the optimal time. Adaptive
adjustment crossover and mutation operators are introduced
into GA to increase search activity. Singularity avoidance is
combined to avoid the singularities appearing in the online
Cartesian space trajectory planning, improves the recogni-
tion capability of the best runtime. The trajectories based
on quintic polynomial are generated for a 6-DOF robotic
manipulator using GA-SA, AEGA, AEGA-SA, respectively.
The objective function is the minimum runtime with the
kinematics constrains (position, velocity, acceleration and
jerk). The experimental results show that the AEGA-SA algo-
rithm successfully obtains better solution than the other two
algorithms, and has stronger universality for most of robotic
manipulators. In the future work, the AEGA-SA algorithm
will be applied to energy optimization and other kinds of
optimization problems.
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